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A hardware-acceleration architecture that separates
virtual network functions (VNFs) and network control
(called HSN) is proposed to solve the mismatch
between the simple flow steering requirements and
strong packet processing abilities of software-defined
networking (SDN) forwarding elements (FEs) in SDN/
network function virtualization (NFV) architecture,
while improving the efficiency of NFV infrastructure
and the performance of network-intensive functions.
HSN makes full use of FEs and accelerates VNFs
through two mechanisms: (1) separation of traffic
steering and packet processing in the FEs; (2)
separation of SDN and NFV control in the FEs. Our
HSN prototype, built on NetFPGA-10G, demonstrates
that the processing performance can be greatly
improved with only a small modification of the
traditional SDN/NFV architecture.
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I. Introduction

Network function virtualization (NFV) enables traditional
packet processing to move from dedicated hardware-based
devices to virtual machines (VMs) located on pools of
commodity servers, which introduces great flexibility and
portability to network function (NF) designs. Because
of such advantages, NFV is regarded as a natural
complementary technology of software-defined networking
(SDN), in which the network programmability of SDN offers
the ability for network connectivity, while the flexible
instantiation of virtual NFs (VNFs) provides the equivalent
capability for functional processing. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
this SDN/NFV architecture, standardized by open
networking foundation [1], leverages the complementary
interaction between SDN and NFV, thus it has attracted
enormous attention from both researchers and manufacturers.
It has also been extended to many research areas such as
VNF deployment algorithm design and orchestration system
design. However, it has two main disadvantages:
(1) Waste of the strong processing ability of SDN
forwarding elements (FEs). In SDN/NFV, the contribution
of SDN remains in the network infrastructure domain of
the NFV infrastructure (NFVI), focusing on providing
flexible connectivity services. However, the commonly-
used SDN data plane abstraction – OpenFlow, a
processing pipeline with 12-tuple fields or more for
matching and several programmable instructions for
action, has a considerably more processing ability than
just forwarding, let alone the more flexible data plane
abstractions like protocol-oblivious forwarding (POF) [2]
and protocol-independent packet processors (P4) [3].
Many kinds of stateless L2/L3 processing like Firewall
and network address translation (NAT) can be easily
executed by SDN FEs, but this strong ability may be
wasted in the traditional SDN/NFV architecture.
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(2) Low performance levels of software-based VNFs. A
typical NFV server is composed of a processor platform, a
virtualization layer, and several VNF instances. This node
exposes several performance bottlenecks compared to
hardware-based NFs [4]: a) the overhead of the
virtualization layer that is built on a hypervisor and virtual
switch limits the packet transmission rate between the
processor platform and VM; b) the VM operating system
overhead and kernel networking stack limit the packet
processing performance; c) CPU processing abilities limit
the processing rate (such as DRAM accessing) of network-
intensive (NI) functions while handling a large number of
packets. Thus, hardware acceleration (HA) is a technology
that would enable NFV to guarantee high performance.
To solve these two main disadvantages of SDN/NFV, a

natural idea is what we call FE-enabled HA: offload
stateless VNF processing into FEs, making full use of the
FE processing resources while accelerating the NI

functions. This FE-enabled HA mechanism has several
drawbacks: on the one hand, combining steering and VNF
processing in one FE will confuse the control plane task of
the SDN controller and VNF manager; on the other hand,
FEs must play a dual role for both traffic steering and
VNF processing, which easily leads to processing rule
conflicts in the same flow table. In this paper, however, we
argue that the problems of SDN/NFV architecture
mentioned above are mainly caused by the mismatch
between the simple flow steering requirements and the
strong packet processing abilities of SDN FEs. Based on
this observation, we propose a Hardware-acceleration
architecture that Separates VNF and Network control
(HSN) for SDN/NFV. HSN makes full use of FEs and
accelerates VNFs through two mechanisms:
(1) Separated traffic steering and packet processing. In
traditional FE-enabled HA architecture, traffic steering,
and packet processing are mixed in one FE; but in HSN,
these two parts are clearly divided so that not only can an
FE’s processing ability be fully used but rule conflicts can
also be avoided.
(2) Independent control of SDN and NFV. In HSN, every
FE exposes itself to the SDN controller and HA manager
(HAM) via different interfaces so that VNFs only need to
deal with the packet processing part and SDN only
provides the network connectivity of the NFVI.
By clearly dividing the mission of the SDN and NFV,

HSN can achieve better HA performance than existing
methods. We built a prototype on NetFPGA-10G platform
with two SDN controllers, one of which plays the role of
an FE controller and the other one acts as a HAM.
Evaluation results show that the forwarding performance
is increased by 30% while only a few extra resources are
used.
In the next section, we introduce the related work; then

we describe the HSN architecture and detail the HSN FE
structure, including both hardware and software design. In
the following section, we evaluate the performance of a
HSN prototype platform using the Spirent TestCenter by
injecting into it IPv4 traffic. Finally, we conclude the
paper.

II. Related Work

To solve the two main disadvantages of SDN/NFV
mentioned in Section I, a natural idea is to offload
stateless VNF processing into FEs, making full use of
the FE processing ability while accelerating NI
functions. References [5], [6] even offload some stateful
processing (such as TCP connectivity) to FEs. One step
further, the deployment and routing mechanisms based
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Fig. 1. SDN/NFV architecture and HA mechanisms: (a)
traditional SDN/NFV Architecture; (b) controller-based
NFV HA; (c) VM-based NFV HA.
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on this idea have also been studied in [6], [7]. However,
whether the offloaded VNF logic in FEs should be
controlled by the FE controller or VNF still needs
further discussion. One method used in [4], [5] is to
build the VNF on an FE controller using a northbound
interface, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this architecture,
each VNF is logically divided into two parts: one part is
located in the FEs and the other is the associated
function app running on the SDN controller. The
drawback of this method is obvious: most of the VNFs
are running on top of the controller together with
several other network managing apps, which gives both
network operator and VNF manager roles to the
controller. As a result, the SDN controller can be easily
overloaded.
The other method suggests that the offloaded VNF logic

in FEs be configured by VNFs built on common servers
[8], as shown in Fig. 1(c). In this method, the partial VNF
processing logic in FEs is independent of the SDN
forwarding logic. However, in this method, the forwarding
rules and VNF rules are mixed together in the FE’s match
table, which will easily lead to rule conflicts. Moreover,
because the VNF rules are configured by VNFs, it is
extremely hard for an SDN controller to handle these rule
conflicts.
Another idea is to directly accelerate VNFs in NFV

nodes, without offloading processing to FEs. This idea
is always realized by using accelerating cards such as
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [9], [10],
which can flexibly implement customized processing
pipelines for different VNFs. Further, in this situation,
as suggested by [11], [12], the SDN and NFV control
can be separated by using different controller, enabling
the flexibility of mapping HA rules into NFV nodes.

However, this idea does not change the traditional
SDN/NFV architecture but only focuses on NFV node
acceleration, thus it is not within the scope of this
paper.

III. HSN Architecture

In this section, we propose the HSN architecture and
then detail the FE structure design and HA control
interface.

1. Overall Architecture

The overall HSN architecture is shown in Fig. 2. As we
can see, HSN is nearly the same as what is set out in the
NFV architectural framework [13], but there are two main
differences: (1) each FE is divided into two main parts –
the forwarding (FW) part and HA part – and each part is
configured by different managers; (2) HAM(s) is/are
added into the virtual infrastructure manager (VIM) to
control the HA logic in the FEs. In traditional SDN/NFV
architecture, VIM is in charge of compute and hypervisor
control (CHC) and network control (the FE controller,
typically an SDN controller), allocating corresponding
resources to VNFs that are instantiated and managed by
the VNF manager (VNFM). VIM also interacts with the
NFV orchestrator (NFVO) to provision NF chains (NFC)
for network services. However, in HSN, VIM is also
responsible for allocating proper HA resources for VNFs
that have specific acceleration requirements, and in this
situation, a HAM should configure the HA part of the FEs
for VNF offloading, while an FE controller only ensures
the network connectivity and traffic steering between
VNFs.
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Fig. 2. HSN architecture.
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In HSN, the Vi-Vnfm interface is also extended to
allow acceleration requirements to be described in the
VNF description (VNFD), which includes the
deployment configuration and operational behavior of a
VNF and post-deployment capabilities. Then, HAM
allocates and binds an FE HA to a VNF based on HA
resource availability and capability and the VNF
requirements, which include acceleration type and
number of operation rules. HA resources of the same FE
may be shared among several VNFs. After the HA
allocation by the HAM, the VNF configuration
information (such as match rules and action instructions)
will be exchanged between the VNF and HA to define
the specific acceleration operation. The HAM also
exchanges the VNF–HA mapping information with the
FE controller; thus, the FE controller can use this
information for traffic steering optimization.

2. FE Structure

Typically, the FE structure is built based on OpenFlow
abstraction, but if more programmability is required,
protocol-independent structures such as POF or P4 [14]
can also be used. As shown in Fig. 3, in HSN, each FE
has nearly the same structure as an OpenFlow switch
except for a few changes.
The first change is that a classifier component is added

to ensure network-wide policy enforcement. Generally, to
ensure that a packet flow is processed by the right order of
NFs, some tags need to be carried in packet headers to
indicate whether the packet has been processed by the
right VNF [15], [16]. These tags will decide the behavior
of a classifier. If a packet flow should be processed by a
VNF, and this VNF is just accelerated in the FE, then the
classifier will first direct the traffic to be operated by the
HA table and then be forwarded to the right port, as shown
by arrow ① of Fig. 3. If the FE does not support this VNF
acceleration, then the classifier will direct the traffic to the
FW table, as shown by arrow ② of Fig. 3.

Another change is the separation between the HA and
FW tables. The FE match tables (each typically consists of
a match table and an action processor) are divided into a
forwarding (FW) part and an HA part, and each part is
configured by different managers. This independent
control is designed to avoid rule conflicts or controller
overload caused by existing mechanisms. Based on the
observation that the processing demands vary between
different VNFs but the forwarding demands of traffic
steering are usually fixed, the HA table is designed with
more flexibility and occupies more resources than the FW
table. In HSN, the match fields of each HA table can be
flexibly selected by the match selector and the action
instructions can be configured at bit-granularity to meet a
variety of VNF requirements, while the FW table only
matches limited fields (such as 5-tuple headers) and
performs simple forwarding instructions. Through proper
configuration, two or more HA tables can be logically
composed for one VNF processing; and through a go-to
instruction, two or more VNF processing can be operated
sequentially between logical HA tables in the same FE.

3. HA Control Interface

The separation between the HA and FW tables needs to
be supported by separated controls. In HSN, the FE
controller only handles the network-related state, ensuring
network connectivity and traffic steering, while the HAM
only handles VNF-related messages. In the data plane, this
separation can be executed by the HA and FW tables: only
the FW table can direct packets to the FE controller for
forwarding path installation and HA tables only perform
the match and action operation and will never send the
packet to the controller or HAM, even if no entries match.
In the control plane, the HAM does not handle any packet-
in messages. It only performs the HA allocation and
configuration. This separation is beneficial to network-
wide policy enforcement, while significantly reducing the
FE controller load.
The HA control interface only has two types of

messages:

▪ Status Enquiry. HAM uses this message to enquire
about the total and idle resources of the HA tables,
which is necessary for optimal mapping between VNF
and HA tables.

▪ HA Configuration. The HAM uses this type of message
to configure the VNF processing logic into HA tables
under the instruction of VNFD. It consists of
configuring the match selector and writing or deleting
the match rules and action instructions of each HA
table.
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Fig. 3. FE structure.
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IV. NF Chaining in HSN

A network service is usually composed of one or more
NFs, which can be realized by routing data traffic through a
series of VNFs. This service provisioning scheme is called
NF chaining (NFC), and is one of the original design
purposes of SDN/NFV architecture. It mainly consists of
two steps: VNF deployment and traffic steering. The VNF
deployment process instantiates VNFs in optimal locations
to optimize resource and bandwidth occupancy. In this
section, we do not discuss this process since several
algorithms have been proposed to address this problem,
and we assume the VNFs have been deployed in the
optimal locations. We only deal with how to allocate HA
resources to VNFs with specific acceleration requirements
and how to route traffic through these VNFs.

1. VNF–HA Mapping and Traffic Routing

Considering there is always a large amount of
continuous traffic to be processed in an NI VNF, the
mapping between the HA and VNF is static with no
change in the HA allocation during the VNF life cycle. In
HSN, the processing in the FE is stateless, thus while
mapping a VNF that requires a stateful connection, the HA
can only be allocated in the FE that connects with the NFV
node where the VNF is located. However, for a stateless
VNF, HA can be instantiated at any location as long as it
meets the resource requirements. VNF–HA mapping using
stateful FE will be left for further discussion.
After the VNFs are deployed in the right NFV nodes and

HA is instantiated in the right FEs, the subsequent traffic
steering should take VNF–HA mapping into consideration.
As HA located in the FEs can offload a large amount of
traffic passing through NI VNFs, the design principle of
path routing is to process the traffic in the FEs
preferentially. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, when
routing a packet flow through a NFC of {VNF A, VNF C,
VNF E} from a user to a server, considering that these three
VNFs all have a HA logic in the FEs, the preferable path
should be FE3 ? FE1 ? FE2. Without HA, the routing
length and complexity will rise rapidly: FE3 ? FE1 ?
NFVNode1? FE1? FE2?NFVNode2? FE2.

2. HA Table Mapping

Once a specific VNF is determined to be mapped into a
specific FE, the hardware HA table should be carefully
configured to perform the corresponding VNF operation.
Each VNF has a specific requirement including the space
of rules, type of match fields, and action instructions. The

detailed HA table mapping methods are inspired by [17],
and there are mainly two situations: a) one table for one
VNF and b) several tables for one VNF. For example, a
NAT VNF may need 200 HA rules to match a 32-bit
IP_src and to perform the modify_IPsrc instruction.
Assuming that the match width of each HA table is
exactly 32 bits and its depth is more than 200, then one
HA table is enough for this VNF, as shown in Fig. 5. If
the match width of a VNF (the 5-tuple Firewall in Fig. 5)
is larger than one HA table, then several HA tables should
be combined for VNF matching. Another situation occurs
when the required match depth of one VNF is larger than
the depth of one HA table; then, it would require several
HA tables to store and match the VNF rules. This can be
achieved by a proper configuration of the metadata
transmitting through different HA tables.
In HSN, because of the large cost of HA table resources

and limited hardware resources, a practical problem of HA
tables is how to select the appropriate match width and
depth of each HA table, and this problem should be
carefully evaluated. To formally describe this problem, we
assume that there are typically K VNFs to be mapped and
the required match depth and width of each VNF is
denoted as di and wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, respectively. We aim to
use as few HA table resources as possible. The problem
can be formulated as follows:

VNF
A

VNF
B

VNF
C

VNF
D

VNF
F

VNF
E

User

NFV node 1 NFV node 2

FE2FE1
HA-A

HA-C HA-E
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Fig. 4. HSN NFC use case.
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Fig. 5. Example of HA table allocation.
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min: CHAðW ;DÞ ¼ NHA �
�
CSðW Þ þ CMðW ;DÞ þ CA

�
;

(1)

subject to: NHA �
XK

i¼1

hwi=W i � hdi=Di; (2)

where

▪ CHA: total HA table cost, including the cost of the match
selector, match table, and action processor

▪ NHA: total number of HA tables in one FE node

▪ W: the width of each match table

▪ D: the depth of each match table

▪ CS: cost of match selector, depending on match width W
and header vector length L (L is constant)

▪ CM: cost of match tables, depending on match width W
and depth D

▪ CA: cost of the action processor of each HA table
Inequality (2) indicates that the number of HA tables

should be larger than the required HA resources, in which
function 〈x/y〉 denotes rounding up the value of x/y.
Generally, function CM(W, D) is not linear with respect

to the two parameters, thus for different VNFs set and
different implementation platforms, the optimal W and D
would be different. Generally, the hardware implementation
should consider the most representative and commonly
used VNFs, and carefully select suitable HA table volumes.

3. Mathematical Model and Problem Definition

Based on the details of VNF-HA mapping mentioned
above, we introduce a mathematical model for our system
and formally define the VNF-HA mapping and traffic
routing problem.
Network Topology. The physical network is

represented as an undirected graph G = (N, L), where N
and L denote the set of FE nodes and links, respectively.
As defined in the HSN FE structure, each FE node n 2 N
has HA tables to hold the VNF rules, and the idle HA
table rule space is represented by Cn. The set S represents
these VNF servers and binary variable hs,n 2 {0, 1}
indicates whether server s 2 S is attached to FE n 2 N.
VNFs. Different types of VNFs can be provided in a

network. We assume that VNFs have been deployed on
commodity servers located within the network. Let set
P = (PAS, PAL, PUA) represent possible VNF types,
where PAS is the set of VNF types that require state
connection and can only be accelerated in the FE node
connected to its server, PAL is the set of VNF types that
are stateless and can be accelerated in any FE node,

PUA is the set of VNF types that cannot be accelerated
in any FE node. Let the binary variable hs,p 2 {0, 1}
represent if VNF type p has been deployed on server s,
and Cp represent the rule space requirement of VNF p if
p is mapped into hardware.
Traffic Requests. We assume that there are several

requests for setting up paths for different kinds of traffic. A
traffic request is represented by a 4-tuple t = < ut,
vt, Ψ t, bt > , where ut, vt 2 N denote the ingress and egress
nodes, respectively, bt is the volume of traffic to be processed
(occupied bandwidth) and Ψ t represents the ordered VNF
sequence the traffic must pass through (for example, the FW-
IDS-Proxy). For simplicity, a specific NF instance cannot be
commonly used to handle two or more traffic requests
because of the different traffic processing demand.
The VNF-HA mapping and traffic routing problem can

be described as follows: given K traffic requests (t1, t2, . . . ,
tn), calculate the binary variable hs,n,p,t 2 {0, 1} that
represents whether the VNF p deployed in server s is to be
accelerated in node n for traffic request t, while achieving
the total optimization goals. Generally, the optimization
goal is to minimize the overall operation cost by (i)
mapping VNFs that need acceleration to the optimal FEs
and (ii) installing the optimal routing path for each traffic
request, while satisfying the capacity constraints and
respecting the ordered NF sequence.
The operation cost consists mainly of the traffic

forwarding cost: it represents the bandwidth costs that are
used for transit links.

Minimize Z ¼
X

l¼ðu;vÞ

XK

j¼1

yl; j � btj ; u; v 2 N ; (3)

Constraints:

yl;j 2 f0; 1g; (4)

XK

j¼1

yl;j � btj � bl; (5)

X

s2S

X

p2fPAS;PALg

XK

j¼1

hs;n;p;tj � hs;n � hs;p � Cp �Cn; n 2 N ;

(6)

if
n
ðp 2 PASÞ&ðhs;n � hs;p ¼ 0Þ

o
; then hs;n;p;tj ¼ 0; (7)

if p 62 fPAS;PALg; then hs;n;p;tj ¼ 0; (8)

where the {0, 1} variable yl,j indicates whether link l
serves the traffic of the jth traffic request. Inequality (5)
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shows the link bandwidth limitation, and (6) is the rule
space limitation for each FE node, which means that
the HA rules deployed on each FE should not exceed
the idle HA table rule space of the FE. Equations (7)
and (8) indicate the HA location limitation of the
stateful VNFs and VNFs that cannot be accelerated in
hardware.
This model belongs to integer linear programming, which

can be solved by several classical heuristic algorithms, and
the optimal algorithm is left for further study.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we first propose the prototype
implementation of the HSN structure (shown in Fig. 2),
which demonstrates that HSN can be implemented by
simply using existing tools. Second, we verify the
resource costs and processing performance of HSN.

1. SDN-Based Prototype

We implemented the HSN prototype using the
NetFPGA-10G platform as the FE nodes and an SDN
controller as the FE controller and HAM, as shown in
Fig. 6.
(1) FE. Each NetFPGA-10G node has one FW table and

three HA tables in hardware by simply modifying the
OpenFlow1.3 abstraction: a classifier is added after the
parser, and a match selector is added into each HA table.
Each HA table has 64-bit fields for matching, and the
match fields are selected by the match selector; while the
FW table only performs the forwarding function, matching
5-tuple header fields (including port, IP_src, IP_dst,
TCP_src, and TCP_dst). In the NetFPGA software, an
OpenFlow agent [18] is deployed to connect with the FE
controller and HAM also with a simple modification:
match selector configurations of the HA tables are added
during the mapping from the software flow table to the
hardware.

(2) HAM. To control multiple FEs, we leverage the
multi-controller mechanism of OpenFlow 1.3, in which
there can be one MASTER controller and several EQUAL
controllers. Initially, the multiple-controller mechanism is
proposed to improve reliability, as the switch can continue
to operate in OpenFlow mode if one controller or
controller connection fails. In our prototype, this
mechanism provides an exact solution for the HAM: the
MASTER controller plays the role of network state
collector, handling network-related events and ensuring
network connectivity as well as traffic steering; the
EQUAL controller plays the role of the HAM,
communicating with VNFs and configuring the HA tables
of each FE node. When OpenFlow operation is initiated,
each FE can connect to all the controllers it is configured
with and try to maintain connectivity with all of them
concurrently. Many controllers may send controller-to-
switch commands to the switch, the reply or error
messages related to those commands must only be sent on
the controller connection associated with that command.

2. FE Resource Analysis

The FE node was built on a NetFPGA-10G card
connected with a common server (2.5 GHz 64-bit CPU
and 16 GB DDR2 RAM) for software OpenFlow agent
deployment. Given limited hardware resources, the
transfer unit contains four 10 Gbps physical ports
connected to Ethernet and four CPU virtual ports in direct
memory access (DMA) connected to the server. As for the
match tables, we used TCAM and a hash table to store
and match functional rules. This implementation was built
based on the OpenFlow switch project on NetFPGA [19].
First, we evaluated the optimal volume of each HA table.

Because of the limited resources in NetFPGA, a TCAM HA
table usually can only implement dozens of rules, which
may not be representative of commodity hardware devices.
Therefore, we assume that the depth of each HA table can
meet the VNF requirements and only consider the optimal
match width. Generally, the match fields of each VNF are
limited, thus we assumed there are two VNFs to be mapped
in an FE (considering the limited hardware resources of
NetFPGA) and randomly selected three match fields from
the OpenFlow 12-tuple as the required match fields of each
VNF. Then, we made the statistics of the average resource
costs and table utilization under different HA table match
width, as shown in Table 1.
From Table 1 we can see that the resource cost for a 16-

bit match width is the highest, because there are more
tables required as well as the additional action processor in
each table. Compared to a 32-bit match width, the table

SDN controller HAM (SDN controller)

Firewall

NFV node

EQUALMASTER

User
FW HA FW HA

FE1 FE3

FE2NFV node

NAT ServerFW HA

Fig. 6. HSN prototype.
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utilization for a 64-bit match width is 4.3% lower, but the
resource cost is lower by 41.6%. Moreover, compared to a
96-bit match width, the table utilization in 64-bit match
width increases by 10% while the resource cost only
increases by 0.8%. The table utilization of HA table with
128 bits is the lowest, which means there are more
resource wasted if the width is too large. In fact, the
optimal match width is the balance between resource cost
and table utilization, and the experimental results show
that 64-bit of HA table match width is a good
compromise.
Second, we evaluated the resource cost of HSN by

comparing the mapping reports between OpenFlow1.3 and
the HSN data path built on NetFPGA-10G. To make a fair
comparison, these two data planes shared the same match
table volume (a total match width of 296 bits) and header
vector length (512 bits): the HSN data plane contained one
FW table with 5-tuple match fields and three HA tables
with a 64-bit match width, while the OpenFlow data plane
contained four flow tables. Total slice and BRAM counts
are shown in Table 2.
From Table 2, we can see that although HSN uses

additional resources to support classifier and VNF-defined
match selectors, these two data planes nearly have the
same hardware resource costs. The experimental results
show that HSN can achieve high flexibility while
maintaining a low cost for HA table programmability.

3. Throughput Evaluation

In our implementation, we used NOX [20] as an SDN
controller, and this controller ran on an Ubuntu 12.04
system in a Lenovo computer with an Intel� Core™2 i7-
3770 (3.50 GHz) CPU. Because of the lack of VNFM,

to simplify the communication between VNF and HAM,
we used OVS instead of VMs to build two VNFs: a
stateful Firewall and a stateless NAT. We used Spirent
TestCenter to generate and send original packets with
lengths of 256 bytes in our testbed environment shown
in Fig. 6.
First, we tested the performance of stateless NAT using

and not using HA, respectively. For one node (FE2)
shown in Fig. 7(a), because of the parallel hardware
processing, the forwarding latency of software VNF was
more than ten times that of the hardware VNF, which
means that VNFs can achieve a much better performance
via HSN HA. For the forwarding latency between the user
and server shown in Fig. 7(b), the forwarding latency of
non-HA was also far larger than that of HSN. In HSN
architecture, most of the packets can be processed
according to the HA table in local switches without being
sent to the software VNF to match rules and perform
actions. Thus, the performance was improved substantially
in the HSN architecture.
Second, we compared the performance of HSN with a

controller-based HA (shown in Fig. 1(b)) that integrates
the two components into one controller. For simplicity, the
VNF–HA mapping was not used. As shown in Fig. 8, the

Table 1. HA table resource cost of different match widths.

Width (bits) Slice BRAM Table Utilization (%)

16 26,388 60 95.43

32 24,232 48 87.65

64 14,147 25 83.35

96 12,939 23 73.75

128 16,873 26 68.97

Table 2. Resource cost of the OpenFlow and HSN data path.

Design Slice BRAM Utilization (%)

OpenFlow1.3 33,816 256 90.3

HSN 35,454 263 94.7
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Fig. 7. Performance of HA and non-HA: (a) forwarding latency
of one node; (b) forwarding latency between user and
server.
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latency between the user and server.
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average forwarding latency of the stateful Firewall in HSN
was reduced by about 30% compared with that of the
controller-based HA, because VNFs built on the controller
involve additional flows sent to the controller for
processing, which increases the FE-to-controller load and
path setup latency.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new paradigm for NFV HA
in the SDN/NFV architecture, which can effectively
reduce the FE controller load while making full use of the
network data plane processing ability by separating the
processing and control of SDN and NFV. The
corresponding NFC mechanism was also discussed,
including the VNF-HA mapping process and
mathematical analysis of VNF-HA mapping and traffic
routing problem. The prototype built on NetFPGA-10G
and SDN controller demonstrated that the processing
performance can be greatly improved with only small
modifications of the traditional SDN/NFV architecture.
Our future work will mainly focus on NFV HA via FEs
that enable stateful packet processing, as well as
the orchestration algorithms of these acceleration
architectures.
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